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(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. Let R be a ring with center Z(R). A mapping F of R into

itself is called centralizing if F(x)x — xF(x) € Z(R) for all x e R . The

main result of this paper states that every additive centralizing mapping F on

a von Neumann algebra R is of the form F(x) = ex + C(x), x 6 R , where

c € Z(R) and f is an additive mapping from R into Z(R). We also consider

a-derivations and some related mappings, which are centralizing on rings and

Banach algebras

1. INTRODUCTION

Let R be a ring. Recall that R is called prime if aRb = 0 implies a = 0
or b = 0. R is called semiprime if aRa = 0 implies a = 0. If 2x ^ 0 for

every nonzero x e R, then Z\ is said to be 2-torsionfree. The center of a ring

R will be denoted by Z(R). We write [u, v] for the commutator uv -vu.

A mapping F of a ring R into itself is called centralizing if [Z^x), x] e

Z(R) for all * e R . In the special case where [F(x), x] = 0 for all x e R, the

mapping F is said to be commuting. The classical result of E. Posner [ 19] states

that zero is the only centralizing derivation on a noncommutative prime ring.

J. Mayne [15] proved the analogous result for centralizing automorphisms on

prime rings. A number of algebraists have extended these theorems of Posner

and Mayne in several ways (see, e.g., [1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 12, 16, 17]). There has also

been some interest in centralizing mappings defined on Banach algebras. In [18]

C. R. Miers studied centralizing automorphisms of von Neumann algebras and

derivations d of C*-algebras with the property that p(d) is centralizing for

some complex polynomial p . In [5] it was shown that a continuous commuting

derivation on a Banach algebra A maps A into its radical.

The authors of the aformentioned references have studied centralizing deriva-

tions, endomorphisms, and some related additive mappings. In [4] we described

all additive mappings which are centralizing on prime rings R of characteristic
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not 2; we showed, that every such mapping F is of the form F(x) = Àx + Ç(x),

where k is an element from the extended centroid of R and Ç is an additive

mapping from R into the extended centroid of R (see [8] or [13] for the notion

of the extended centroid of a prime ring). Combining this with the fact that the

extended centroid of a prime C*-algebra is isomorphic to the complex numbers

[14, Proposition 2.5], we see that if F is an additive centralizing mapping on

a prime von Neumann algebra R, then there exist c e Z (R) and an additive

mapping Ç: R -+ Z(R) such that F(x) = ex + Ç(x) for all x e R. The main

result of this paper (Theorem 2.1) states that this conclusion holds in arbitrary

(not necessarily prime) von Neumann algebra.

It turns out that under rather mild assumptions every additive centralizing

mapping on a ring R is, in fact, commuting [4]. In particular this is true if R

is a 2-torsionfree semiprime ring. We will use this result several times (in fact

we will work only with commuting mappings).

Let a be an automorphism of a ring R. An additive mapping d of R into

itself is called an a-derivation if it satisfies d(xy) = a(x)d(y) + xd(y) for all

x, y e R. Note that the mapping 1 - a, where 1 is the identity on R, is

an a-derivation. 1-derivations are, of course, derivations. In §3 we consider

commuting a-derivations of semiprime rings (Theorem 3.4). Two applications

of this purely algebraic result are presented. The first one is a characterization

of centralizing automorphisms on von Neumann algebras (Corollary 3.5)—this

result generalizes a theorem of Miers [18, Theorem 5]. As another consequence

of Theorem 3.4 we obtain that every (not necessarily continuous) centralizing

derivation of a semiprime Banach algebra A maps A into its radical (Corollary

3.7). In the proof of this corollary we will also use a recent, remarkable result

of M. Thomas [21], which states that any derivation of a commutative Banach

algebra A maps A into its radical.

In §4 we prove a result concerning centralizing antihomomorphisms.

We use [ 10] as a general reference for the theory of von Neumann algebras. If

a is a nonzero element in a von Neumann algebra A , then 0 ^ aa*a e aRa—

thus every von Neumann algebra is semiprime. A von Neumann algebra is

prime if and only if it is a factor (i.e., its center consists of scalar multiples of

the identity).

2. Additive centralizing mappings on von Neumann algebras

This section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1. Let R be a von Neumann algebra. If F: R -+ R is an addi-

tive centralizing mapping, then there exist c e Z(R) and an additive mapping

(: R^ Z(R) such that F(x) = ex + Ç(x) for all x e R.

For the proof of Theorem 2.1 we need several lemmas. The first lemma is

implicitly contained in [4].
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Lemma 2.2. Let R be any ring and F: R-+ R an additive commuting mapping.

Then

[x, F(y)]z[u, v] - [x, y]z[u, F(v)]

holds for all x, y, z, u, v e R.

Proof. A linearization of [x, F(x)] = 0 gives

(1) [x,F(y)] = [F(x),y]    for all x, y e R.

Replacing y by y z in (1) we obtain

[x, F(yz)] = [F(x), yz] = [F(x), y]z + y[F(x), z],

and so, using ( 1 ) again, we get

(2) [x,F(yz)] = [x,F(y)]z+y[x,F(z)]    for all x, y, z e R.

According to (2) we have

([x,F(y)]z + y[x,F(z)])u + x([u, F(y)]z+y[u, F(z)])

= [x, F(yz)]u + x[u, F(yz)]

= [xu, F(yz)]

= [xu, F(y)]z + y[xu, F(z)]

= ([x, F(y)]u + x[u, F(y)])z + y(x[u, F(z)] + [x, F(z)]u).

Thus [x, F(y)][z, u] = [y, x][u, F(z)], so it follows from (1) that

(3) [x, F(y)][z, u] = [x, y][z, F(u)]     for all x, y, z, u e R.

Now, since for any mapping F the identity

[x, F(y)]z[u, v] - [x, y]z[u, F(v)] = [x, F(y)][zu, v] - [x, y][zu, F(v)]

-([x,F(y)][z,v]-[x,y)[z,F(v)])u

holds for arbitrary x, y, z, u,v e R, (3) yields the assertion of the lemma.

If R is a ring, by I([R, R]) we denote the ideal of R generated by all

commutators in R . As a consequence of Lemma 2.2 we get

Corollary 2.3. Let R be a ring with unit element 1, such that I([R, R]) = R. If

F: R —> R is an additive commuting mapping, then there exist c e Z(R) and

an additive mapping Ç: R —► Z(R) such that F(x) = ex + Ç(x) for all x e R.

Proof. By assumption,  J2"=i z,[M/> v¡\wi = 1   f°r some z¡, u(, v¡, wi e R.

Given x, y e R, we then have by Lemma 2.2

n

[x, F(y)\ = [x, F(y)\ J2 zi[ui, vj]wj
i=l

n

= [x, y] ̂ 2 zi\-ui ' F(U/)K ■
(=i
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Thus the element c = J2"=\ z^ui, F(v¡)]wi satisfies

(4) [x,F(y)] = [x,y]c    for all x, y e R.

We want to show that c e Z(R). From (4) it follows that

z[x, y]c + [z, y]cx = z[x, F(y)] + [z, F(y)]x

= [zx,F(y)]

= [zx,y]c

= [z, y]xc + z[x, y]c.

Thus [z, y][c, x] = 0 for all x, y, z e R. Replacing x by xr and using

[c, xr] = [c, x]r + x[c, r] we obtain [z, y]x[c, r] = 0 for all x, y, z e R.

Hence

[c,r]= ( J2 z\u, ' vfr°t ) tc' rl = °

for all r e R, which means that c e Z(R). Now (4) can be rewritten in the

form [x, F(y)- cy] = 0 for all x, y e R. Thus the mapping Ç(y) = F (y)- cy

maps R into Z(R). The proof of the corollary is complete.

Remark 2.4. Let S be any ring with unit element 1 and containing the element

j . Let R be a ring of 2 x 2 matrices over S. Then R satisfies the requirements

of Corollary 2.3; namely, the elements

1     0
x =

0   -1 y =
o   Ji

L2-      0

satisfy -[x, y]2 = I, the unit element of R, and so I([R, R]) = R. This

observation is the concept behind the proof of the following two lemmas.

Lemma 2.5. Let e and f be orthogonal, equivalent projections in a von Neu-

mann algebra R. Then R contains the elements x and y such that \\x\\ < 1,

\\y\\< l,and -[x, y]2 = e + f.

Proof. By assumption, e = uu and / = uu for some partial isometry ue R.

From u = fue it follows that u = 0. Let x = e - f and y = ¿(u + «*).

Using u = 0, u = ue, and u = u f we obtain xy = \(u - u) = -yx.

Hence [x, y] = -(e + f). Since x = x* and x2 = e + f we see that ||x|| = 1.

Similarly, y = y*, y2 = \(e + f) and, therefore, \\y\\ = \ .

Generally, von Neumann algebras do not satisfy the hypothesis of Corollary

2.3. Namely, if R is commutative, or, more generally, if it contains a nonzero

Zj summand (= largest abelian central summand), then certainly I([R, R]) ^

R. However, the following is true.

Lemma 2.6. Let R be a von Neumann algebra with no central portion of type

Ix. Then I([R,R]) = R.

Proof. First assume that R has no central portion of type Z. Then R contains

two orthogonal equivalent projections with sum equal to the unit element of R.
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By Lemma 2.5 we then have I([R, R]) = R. Therefore we may assume that R

is of type I.

Suppose temporarily that R is of type In where n is even or infinite. Then

there exists a family (ea)aeA of mutually orthogonal equivalent (abelian) pro-

jections in R, such that the cardinal number of A is n and 52a€Aea =* 1„,

the unit element in R. Since n is even or infinite, there exist disjoint subsets

B and C of A with the same cardinal number, such that A = B U C. The

projections e = J2beB eb an<* f ~ 2~^cec ec are orthogonal equivalent, and their

sum is 1„ • By Lemma 2.5 there exist elements xn and yn such that ||.xj| < 1,

||yj<l,and -[x„ , y„]2 = 1„ .

Now assume that R is of type In where n = 2k + 1, k > 1 . The unit

element ln in R is equal to the sum ex+ e2 + ■ ■ ■ + e2k+x, where et are

mutually orthogonal equivalent projections.   Let p = ex + e2 + ■ ■ ■ + ek and

q = ek+x+ek+2-\-\-e2k . Then p and q are orthogonal equivalent projections

and so by Lemma 2.5 there exist elements zn, wn e R such that ||zj| < 1,

\\wn\\ < 1, and ~[zn , wn]2 = p+q = ex+e2-\-\-e2k . Similarly we see that there

exist elements un,vne R such that ||wn|| < 1, \\vn\\ < 1, and -[un, vn]2 =

e2 + e3 + ■■■ + e2k+x . The element rn = -(ex + \(e2 + <?3 + ■ ■ ■ + e2k) + e2k+x)

then satisfies rn[zn, wn]2 + rn[un , vn]2 = ln and ||rn|| = 1.

Now, let R be any von Neumann algebra of type I with no central portion

of type Z, , and (pn) the family of mutually orthogonal central projections such

that J2pn = 1 and pnR is of type In or pn = 0. If n is odd, then there exist

the elements zn,wn,un,vn, rn e pnR of norm not exceeding 1, such that

rAzn ' wn] + rAun ' UJ ~ Pn ■ Since all the elements are of bounded norm,

we may define r = ¿2k=i r2k+i > z = ¿ZkLi z2k+i > ano- analogously define the

elements w , u, and v . Then r[z, w] + r[u, v] = X)itt=i Pu+i • If " is even

or infinite then there exist elements xn , yn e pnR such that -[xn, yn] = pn

and ||jfn|| < 1, ||yn|| < 1 . Let x and y be the sum of all such xn and yn,

respectively. Then -[x, y] = 1 -¿Z^iPik+i • Thus 1 = r[z, w] +r[u, v] -

[x, y] , which means I([R, R]) = R. This completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Since von Neumann algebras are semiprime, we may, as

pointed out in the introduction, assume that F is commuting.

The unit element 1 of R is the sum of two orthogonal central projections px

and p2 such that pxR is of type Ix and p2R contains no central portion of

type Zj. We have

(5) F(x)=pxF(x)+p2F(pxx)+p2F(p2x),        xeR.

Note that the mapping /: p2R -* p2R defined by f(p2x) = p2F(p2x) is com-

muting on R. By Lemma 2.6 we have I([p2R, P2R]) — P2R and so it fol-

lows from Corollary 2.3 that p2F(p2x) = f(p2x) = cxp2x + Cx(p2x), where

cx e Z(p2R) and Çx is an additive mapping of p2R into Z(p2R) Ç Z(R). Of

course, the element c = cxp2 lies in Z(R).
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By ( 1 ) we see that any commuting mapping leaves the center of ring invariant.

Since pxR Ç Z(R) we then have p2F(pxx) e Z(R).

Now, (5) can be written as F(x) = ex + Ç(x), where Ç(x) = pxF(x) +

p2F(pxx) + Çx(p2x). By above all three summands lie in Z(R), thus C maps

R into Z(R). The proof of the theorem is complete.

3. Centralizing o-derivations

Throughout this section a denotes an automorphism of a ring.

Lemma 3.1. Let R be a semiprime ring and d be a commuting a-derivation of

R. Then

[x, y]Rd(w) = 0    for all x, y, w e R.

Proof. Linearizing [d(x), x] = 0 we get

(6) [d(x),y] = [x,d(y)]    for all x, y e R.

In particular, [d(x), yx] = [x, d(yx)] for all x, y e R. On the other hand,

using [d(x), x] = 0 and (6), we have

[d(x), yx] = [d(x), y]x = [x, d(y)]x,

and

[x, d(yx)] = [x, a(y) d(x) + d(y)x]

= [x, a(y)] d(x) + [x, d(y)]x.

Comparing the above expressions we obtain [x, a(y)]d(x) = 0 for all x, y e

R. Since a is onto we then also have [x, z]d(x) = 0 for all x, z e R.

Replacing z by yz in the last relation and using [x, yz] = [x, y]z + y[x, z],

it follows that

(7) [x,y]zd(x) = 0    for all x, y, z e R.

A linearization of (7) gives [x, y]z d(w) + [w , y]z d(x) = 0 for all x, y, z e

R. Hence

([x, y]z d(w))R([x, y]z d(w)) = - [x, y]z d(w)R[w, y]zd(x)

c [x,y]Rd(x) = 0

by (7). By the semiprimeness of R it follows that [x, y]zd(w) = 0 for all

x, y, z, w e R.

Corollary 3.2. Let R be a semiprime ring. If an inner derivation d of R is com-

muting then d = 0. If (in case R has a unit element) an inner automorphism

a is commuting then a = 1.

Proof. By assumption there exists a e R such that d(x) = [a, x], x e R. By

Lemma 3.1 we have [a, x]R[a, x] = 0 for all x e R, which yields [a, x] = 0

since R is semiprime.

If a is an automorphism then the mapping 1 - a is an a-derivation. By

assumption,  (1 - a)(x) = x - txt~~x = [x, t]t~x  for some invertible t e R.
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From Lemma 3.1 it follows that [x, t]t R[x, t]t x = 0, x e R, and so

[x, t]t~x = 0, x e R. That is, a = 1.

Remark 3.3. We recall a few facts about semiprime rings R. Suppose that

aRb = 0 for some a, b e R. In this case bRaRbRa = 0, baRba = 0, and

abRab = 0. Since R is semiprime it follows that bRa = 0, ba = 0, and

ab = 0. Note that the left annihilator and the right annihilator of an ideal U

in R coincide. It will be denoted by Ann(U). It can be easily shown that

U n Ann(U) = 0, and U © Ann(U) is an essential ideal of R (recall that the

ideal U in a ring R is essential if Uni ^ 0 for every nonzero ideal I in R ).

Our next purpose is to discuss commuting a-derivations on semiprime rings.

First we show a simple example of a nonzero commuting derivation on a non-

commutative semiprime ring. Take C to be a commutative semiprime ring

with a nonzero derivation S . If S is any noncommutative semiprime ring, then

R = C®S is again a noncommutative semiprime ring. The mapping d: R—> R,

d(c, s) = (3(c), 0) is then a nonzero commuting derivation. Roughly speaking,

we will show that this example is in fact the only possible example.

H. E. Bell and W. S. Martindale [2] studied centralizing endomorpnisms and

centralizing derivations on semiprime rings. In fact they merely assumed that

the mappings are centralizing on some nonzero one-sided ideal of a semiprime

ring. As a result they obtained the existence of a nonzero central ideal. In our

next theorem we obtain (of course, under stronger assumptions) the existence

of two ideals: one is central and on the other one the commuting mapping

vanishes.

Theorem 3.4. Let R be a semiprime ring and let d: R —> R be a commuting

a-derivation. Then there exist ideals U and V of R such that :

(i) U n V = 0 and U ®V is an essential ideal of R,

(ii) a maps U onto U and V onto V,

(iii) V C Z(R) and d maps R into V,

(iv) d = 0 on U.

Proof. Let V = Ann(Z([Z?, R])) and U = Ann(F). Thus (i) holds by Remark

3.3.
Obviously a maps I([R, R]) onto itself. Given v e V, ue I([R, R]) we

have 0 = a(vu) = a(v)a(u). Since a(u) is an arbitrary element in I([R, R])

it follows that a(v) e Ann(I[R,R]) = V; that is, a maps V into itself.

Analogously a~ maps V into itself. This means that a is onto on V. In a

similar fashion one proves that a maps U onto itself. Thus (ii) is proved.

By the definition of V, vR[x, y] = 0 for all v e V, x, y e R. Hence

[v, y]R[v , y] = 0 for all v e V, y e R. Since R is semiprime it follows that

[v, y] — 0. Thus V ç Z(R). By Lemma 3.1 (and Remark 3.3) we see that

d(w) e V for any w e R. This proves (iii).

Given u e U, v e V we have 0 = d(vu) = a(v)d(u) +d(v)u. By (iii),

d(v) e V and so d(v)u = 0.  Hence a(v)d(u) = 0 for all v e V, u e U.
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Since a maps V onto V it follows that d(u) e Ann(F) = U. But we have

proved that d maps R into V ; thus d(u) eUf)V = 0. The proof is complete.

C. R. Miers proved that if a is a centralizing ^-automorphism of a von

Neumann algebra R, then R = Rx® R2 where Rx is commutative and a is

the identity on R2 [18, Theorem 5]. He pointed out that it would be desirable

to prove this result without the assumption that a preserves adjoints (verifying

this for the special case that a is inner). We do this now.

Corollary 3.5. If a is a centralizing automorphism of a von Neumann algebra

R, then there exists a central projection p in R such that a(p) = p, the ideal

pR is commutative, and a is the identity on (1 - p)R.

Proof. Since R is semiprime, a is commuting. Set d = 1 - a and apply

Theorem 3.4. Since the ideal V is the annihilator of an ideal, it follows that

V is weak-operator-closed. Hence V = pR for some central projection p . But

then U = Ann(F) = (1 - p)R. The statement (ii) in Theorem 3.4 means that

a(p) — P ■ The proof is complete.

We note that Corollary 3.5 holds with an analogous proof in a more general

case where R is a semiprime Baer ring (see [11, Theorem 13]).

Remark 3.6. Let us present another proof of Corollary 3.5. There exists a

central projection p in R such that the ideal pR is commutative and the

ideal ( 1 - p)R contains no central portion of type Z,. By Lemma 3.1 we

have I([R, R])(w - a(w)) = 0 for all x, y, w e R. According to Lemma 2.6

1 - p e I([R, R]) and so (1 -p)(w - a(w)) = 0 for all x, y, w e R. Since

an automorphism takes commutative ideals of R onto commutative ideals it

follows that a(pR) = pR; that is, a(p) = p. Thus (1 - p)(w - a(w)) = 0

means that a((l - p)w) = (1 - p)w . This proves the corollary.

In [5] it was shown that any continuous commuting (Jordan) derivation of

a Banach algebra A maps the algebra into its radical rad(A). Theorem 3.4

enables to obtain the analogous result for derivations on semiprime Banach

algebras without assuming the continuity. In [5] we used the different approach;

namely, the proof based on a theorem of A. M. Sinclair [20], which states that

every continuous derivation of a Banach algebra A leaves the primitive ideals

of A invariant.

Corollary 3.7. Let d be a centralizing derivation of a semiprime Banach algebra

A. The d maps A into Z (A) Pi rad(A).

Proof. Again we may assume that d is commuting. By Theorem 3.4 d maps A

into the ideal V ç Z(A). Consider the restriction of d to V. Since V is the

annihilator of some set we see that V is closed; thus V is a commutative Ba-

nach algebra. By a theorem of M. Thomas [21] d maps V into rad(F) .Given

x, y e A, we have d(x) e V, d(x)y e V and, therefore, d(d(x)) = d (x) e

rad(F), d(d(x)y) = d2(x)y + d(x)d(y) e rad(F). Consequently d(x)d(y) e
rad(F) for all x, y e A. But then we also have d(x)yd(x) = d(x)d(yx) -

d(x)d(y)x e rad(F) C rad(A).   The algebra A/rad(A)  is semisimple and,
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therefore, also semiprime. Hence the relation d(x)yd(x) e rad(A) implies

that d(x) e rad(A). The proof of the corollary is thus complete.

4. Centralizing antihomomorphisms

Note that the involution * on a ring of quaternions is a commuting antiho-

momorphism. Recall that x e Z(H) if and only if x = x*. With this example

in mind we state the following result.

Proposition 4.1. Let R be a 2-torsionfree semiprime ring and let 8: R —► R

be a centralizing antihomomorphism. Then S = {x e R\x = d(x)} ç Z(R).

Moreover, if R is prime and 6 does not map R into Z(R) then S = Z(R).

Proof. Since R is semiprime and 2-torsionfree, 6 is commuting. A lineariza-

tion of [x, 6(x)] = 0 gives

(8) [x,d(y)] + [y,6(x)] = 0    for all x, y e R.

Put yz instead of y in (8). Then we obtain

0 = [x,6(z)d(y)] + [yz,d(x)]

= 6(z)[x, 6(y)] + [x, 6(z)]6(y) + y[z, 6(x)] + [y, 6(x)]z

and according to (8) we arrive at

(9) y[z, 6(x)] + [y, 6(x)]z = 8(z)[y, 6(x)] + [z, 6(x)]6(y)

for all x, y, z e R.

Take x e S and write x for z in (9). Then we get [y, x]x = x[y, x] for all

yeR and hence xeZ(R) by [8, Lemma 1.1.9]. Thus SCZ(R).

Now let R be prime and take z e Z(R). By (9) we have (d(z) - z)[y, d(x)]

= 0 for all x, y e R. Replacing y by yz and using [yz, d(x)] = [y, 6(x)]z +

y[z, d(x)] we get (6(z) - z)y[w , d(x)] = 0 for all x, y, w e R. By assump-

tion there exists x e R such that 6(x) £ Z(R) and so the last relation implies

6(z) = z since R is prime. Consequently S = Z(R). The proof is complete.
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